The Influence of language and speech task upon creaky voice use among six young American women learning French
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Abstract
This article intends to study the influence of two parameters (language and speech task) on the manifestation of creaky voice among six American women learning French. The speakers were recorded in both reading and spontaneous conditions, in English and French. These languages were chosen for their difference at the phonatory level. The number of creaky voice occurrences, and creakiness timing, were calculated. The aim was to answer the following questions: Can American native speakers learning French show a differentiated use of creaky voice depending on the language they speak? Can American native speakers show a variable use of creaky voice whether they read a text or talk spontaneously? Our study shows that the six American speakers of this research show significantly more creaky voice in English than in French and in spontaneous speech than in the reading task. This leads us to consider that phonatory aspects of a language are part of a language itself and that certain speech conditions are more prone to exhibit extreme vocal effects such as creaky voice, given their propensity to expressiveness.
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1. Introduction
Creaky voice is described by Hollien and Michel [1] as a «train of discrete laryngeal excitations, or pulses of low frequency». This phonation type is physiologically characterized by an irregular glottal cycle and a longer closed phase than in modal voice [2] [3] [4]. Vocal folds are thicker and shorter and vibrate at a lower frequency. Perceptively, it conveys an impression of sudden decrease of the pitch [5].

Creaky voice has been considered under various angles over the years. On a pathological level, it was viewed as the manifestation of voice alteration caused by granuloma [6]. On a phonological level, it was studied as a contrast [7]. On a conversational level, it was viewed as a demarcative function [8] [9] [10], and a turn taking cue [11]. On a pragmatic level, it was perceived as the expression of specific emotions (surprise, admiration or suffering [12]) or as a mark of hesitation [13]. It was also lately presented as a social function [14] [15] [16]. Indeed, according to Esling [17], the comparison of voice quality aspects makes a regional, social or linguistic group recognizable. In this context, voice quality could be considered as an identifier of a group, and dynamic voice aspects, such as intonation or phonation effects for example, can thus convey paralinguistic information. For these specific reasons, the creaky voice phenomenon doesn’t appear in all languages with the same proportion. American English is one of the languages for which creaky voice is described [18] [5].

In this study, our interest thus concerns American English but also French, given the specificity of our population.

2. State of the art
Studies relating the creaky voice phenomenon to social and paralinguistic features started with Edward Sapir, who brought the idea that vocal specificities are a « social scheme » reflecting the accent of an entire group: « There is always something about the voice that must be ascribed to the social background » [19]. He was then followed by Esling [17], Knowles [20] and Stuart Smith [21] in that same line of research. The creaky voice conception evolved over the years, passing from a pathological phonation type to an accepted aspect of healthy speech [16] and from an elected masculine specificity to a possible feminine setting [22] [23] [24] [15] [16]. As for the recent studies on American English, creaky voice could even be, according to Yuasa [15], a sociocultural habit common among young American women thus introducing a « new voice quality for young urban oriented upwardly mobile American women ». The conclusion of this research was that female speakers of American English residing in California employed creaky voice much more frequently than comparable American male and Japanese female speakers. Other studies also underline the frequent use of this phonatory register. This creaky voice phenomenon is indeed so prevalent that it could, according to Bohm and Shattuck-Hufnagel, be a solid cue to speaker’s identification [25]. Articles also report its use as a stylistic device [16] [24] [14]. As for French, phonatory settings are described as nasalized, breathy and sometimes whispery [26] but apart from hesitation manifestations, there is no mention of a possible creaky voice phenomenon in this language.

3. Objectives
The aim of this article is to take into account the difference between French and English on the vocal quality level, in order to study the effect of language on the creaky voice manifestation. As we said, American speakers are more prone to turn to creaky voice, which is now considered by some as an important part of self-expression. In the light of social schemes induced by this language, we can reasonably expect to find a differentiated use of creaky voice depending on the language used by a same speaker. We suppose that, given the phonatory habits of our American native speakers, and the scarcity of the creaky voice phenomenon effect in French, American speakers learning French as a foreign language might show a probable imbalance in their creaky voice use. We thus wondered whether the creaky voice phenomenon could vary depending on the language spoken. Is it American English specific or can it be observed when American learners speak French? Do they turn to creaky voice with the same frequency in the two languages? The hypothesis supposes that L2 learners take a language’s phonation type schemes into
account as they speak. We thus expect to find more creaky voice when the speakers talk English than French.

A second specificity will be studied in this article. The great majority of studies led on creaky voice, only focused on read speech and mentioned the importance of testing the manifestation of creaky voice in a spontaneous speech mode [16]. By creating a corpus with both a reading task and a spontaneous speech task, we wanted to confront the manifestation of creaky voice between a reading and a conversational situation. We wanted to investigate whether the creaky voice phenomenon could vary depending on the speech task. According to Wolk et al. [16], less creaky voice is expected in the reading task, in comparison to spontaneous speech. The hypothesis is that the latter condition would provide more occurrences of creaky voice because of its propensity to develop expressional reactions. This comparison would be a way to confirm or rule out Wolk’s hypothesis, according to which more creaky voice is expected in spontaneous speech than in the reading task because the person is more expressive [14]. It would also be a way to underline a distinction between a social use of creaky voice against a linguistic one (creaky voice as a boundary marker).

In sum, we are wondering whether the appearance or proportion of creaky voice can vary depending of the language spoken or the speech modality.

4. Method

We recruited six American females who were part of the same exchange program in Paris. They were all 20 years old. This age condition corresponded to the literature consensus stating that the creaky voice effect is more robust among American young women and often occurs in a College context [15]. They had arrived in France five months before the recording sessions took place, and they were all living in a French family. They had all studied French since High school. Their foreign language level was estimated according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages as “independent users” (B1 or B2).

The recording session took place in a sound proof room. The speakers were asked to attend in the middle of the day in order to avoid vocal harshness that can result from morning phonation. In order to create a favorable situation for conversational speech, we asked them to come by pairs and to choose the person they wanted to be recorded with. The complicity of the speakers was important in the frame of the study so we made sure these conditions were respected.

We used the Pro Tools cross-platform workstation which allowed simultaneous recording of two audio acoustic tracks and two electro-glotto-graphic tracks. Given the difficulty to acoustically process creaky voice, we considered the EGG as a way to convey accurate information about the glottal cycle. The microphones were C520L helmet microphones (AKG brand) which allowed the mouth to microphone distance to remain stable. The sampling frequency was 44100 Hz. The electro-glotto graphs were Glottal Enterprises EG2-PCX2. The data was gathered and saved on an iMacOSX (Intel Core i5, 4Go).

The corpus was composed of the reading of the text «The North Wind and the Sun» read in French and English (repeated three times in each condition). We also collected about fifteen minutes of spontaneous speech in each language. Given the speakers’ complicity we didn’t have to induce any conversation. We only asked them to switch to the other language so that the time in each language was respected. At the end of the recording session, we asked our speakers to fill out a questionnaire, which collected information about the linguistic profile of the speakers. None of the six speakers knew about the nature of the research.

The data was then annotated on the Praat software: we extracted the creaky passages and talking time for each speaker. This was performed by one single auditor who used a headphone set (Sony MDR-V150) in order to guarantee the perceptive quality. We annotated different levels: the creak portion on the first tier, the phonemic context on the second, the orthographic phrase on the third and the speaker’s name on the fourth as shown below.

![Figure 2 Annotation for the spontaneous sentence “They got a well in the back” (speaker S.W.)](image)

For the accounting of the creaky passages, we used a recommended method in the literature [27], that is to say a perceptive method led by the confirmation through the visualization of acoustic cues. The idea is to listen to the recordings and select all the passages corresponding to the auditory criterion of a “rough quality with the additional sensation of repeating impulses” [12]. In a second time, we certify this auditory aspect through the visualization of spectrograms and F0 contours by observing long glottal cycles, fundamental frequency decrease or disappearance and wave sound specific shape. We finally turned to EGG waveform to ultimately confirm these creaky passages and segment them. The accounting of creaky voice occurrences is a delicate notion because the reference system varies from one author to another. We considered an occurrence any creak extract uninterrupted by modal phonation.
5. Results

The annotation revealed 960 occurrences of creaky voice for the six speakers pooled together. These occurrences showed this distribution:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>English</th>
<th>French</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading task</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversational task</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Occurrence number of creaky voice portions according to language and reading task

It is not conceivable to compare such rough numbers, especially between reading and conversational tasks, which don’t exhibit the same speaking length.

The methodology for creaky voice accounting varies a lot from one author to another. Some use the number of creaky syllables on the number of total syllables [8]; other authors compare the number of utterances showing creaky voice phonation to the total number of utterances [14]; other count the number of words containing creakiness and calculate a ratio with the total number of words [15]. It is a delicate point because creaky voice doesn’t necessarily stick to these syntactic boundaries.

For that specific reason, we decided to follow Kane and Drugman’s method [27], consisting in calculating the ratio of cumulated creak time (all the cumulated creaky portions) divided by the total spoken time. As we said, we considered an occurrence any creak extract uninterrupted by modal phonation. We calculated the cumulated creak duration and then divided it by the total duration for each speaker. We thus obtained a ratio indicating the amount of creak in the speaker’s speech for each speaker.

We used a two way ANOVA testing the effect of language and modality on the creak proportion. The significance for both language (F(1,20)=21.32 with p<0.002) and speech task (F(1,20)=12.91 with p=0.018) highlighted a significantly higher rate of creakiness in English for the language variable, and a higher rate of creakiness for spontaneous speech for the speech task condition. Clearly, it means that the speakers tend to display more creakiness when they speak English than French, and when they are in a conversational speech condition compared to when they read. We notice that the condition in which the creaky rate is the highest (11.7%) is when the speakers speak English and are in a spontaneous speech condition whereas the lowest rate concerns French during a reading condition.

This ratio is convenient for giving us an idea of the proportion of creakiness in terms of duration, but deprives us from having an idea of the number of occurrences. We thus turned to another accounting method that allowed this representation: the proportion of occurrences by calculating the number of occurrences divided by the total speaking length. In this method, the higher the ratio is, the more occurrences there is.
highly indicating a significant higher rate of creakiness for English, and a higher rate of creakiness for spontaneous speech.

6. Discussion

The presence of creaky voice among American speakers has been depicted in the literature over the years. By choosing six American English speakers, we expected to find occurrences of this phonation type in our recordings. However, what we did not know was the phonatory attitude the speakers would display when switching to another non-native language. The hypothesis was that they would show less creaky voice in French because this phonatory effect is described as part of the language setting in English, but absent in French.

The results gathered here underline a discrepancy between the two languages confirming this idea. It is difficult to compare these results to those of previous studies because no studies (that we know of) have compared two languages for a same speaker on the basis of creaky voice. Yuasa [15], who compared American subjects to Japanese ones, found an important difference between the English American speakers and their Japanese counterparts. Her results showed that young American women used creaky voice twice as much as Japanese women. Given the fact that her speakers were not the same person in two different languages, her results are exposed to inter-individual variations. By using foreign language learners, we offered the possibility to keep this inter-individuality variation source controlled and observe a strictly language-induced difference. These results urge us to consider language according to the « vocal quality » notion developed by Laver [28], who depicted the importance, for the production of a language, of not only the supra-laryngeal settings (modulation of the source), but of the laryngeal settings (source) as well. This is especially true for learners of a foreign language, who should stick to a language’s requisites at both levels. As Honkiman described it [26], the difference between French and English on the phonation aspect leads to the idea that phonatory effects are language dependent and that they have to be taken into account when one speaks a language. Our results encourage us to consider that the speakers integrated the creaky phonatory aspect in their speech when they spoke English, and reduced it in French because they noticed its non-relevancy in this language. We can also consider the possibility that this inter-language difference might be induced by the cognitive weight of speaking a foreign language, which might possibly leave more vigilance for specific phonatory use.

The other aspect that we wanted to examine in this article was the possible effect of a speech task on the creaky voice manifestation. The hypothesis raised in the literature was that more creaky voice was expected in spontaneous speech because it was more likely to exhibit expressivity aspects [15]. No study compared the two speech conditions for same speakers but Podesva [14] compared the use of phonatory registers (creak and falsetto) for an American speaker in two situations of different formality (the first one at a barbecue party with friends, the second one during a medical consultation). The results of the study show that the manifestation of falsetto and creaky voice varies significantly depending on the formality of situation, showing 9.07% for the informal and 3.72% for the formal situation. According to the author, phonatory registers such as creak and falsetto can be a resource to manage our position in the social environment. Even though the formality of situation cannot be compared to a speech task, we cannot help to underline, in our results, a discrepancy in the use of creaky voice between the reading task and the spontaneous conversation. This difference could thus be attributed to the fact that a situation which favors direct interaction (and thus, expressivity) also encourages use of more extreme pitches which can influence the appearance of creaky voice.

These results cannot be analyzed without bearing in mind variations of creaky voice use. This is especially true for a vast country like the United States, which shows differentiated recourse to this phonatory aspect depending on states and regions [16]. Apart from the regionally or geographically induced variation, some authors also underlined very strong individual variations [29] [2]. This effect is made obvious on figure 1 and reminds us of the multiple sources of variation. Also, the accounting method presented here is weak because using total length for comparing occurrence numbers or duration doesn’t allow the control of speech rate, which can vary depending on the speech modality used and on the language spoken, especially for L2 learners. We thus recommend using the number of uttered creaky syllables upon the total syllable number ratio. We should finally mention that even though creaky voice manifestation in French was not pointed out in the literature, it doesn’t mean that this effect is absent, especially because such effects can change over the years, as we underlined it for American English. A comparison to French monolinguals speakers, which is currently in progress, seems thus essential to support our results.

7. Conclusion

This experiment intended to study the phenomenon of creaky voice among American speakers under two different lights: the first impact of a language spoken (English or French) on the appearance of this phenomenon, and second, the impact of the speech task (reading task or spontaneous speech) on this phonatory register. The specificity of this study lies in the fact that the speakers, who are learning French as a second language, are confronted to an unconscious phonatory choice. The results confirmed the hypothesis according to which a differentiated use is manifest and more creaky voice is expected in English and in spontaneous speech for our American speakers learning French. This leads to consider that second language learners do pay attention to phonatory settings, to some extent, when they learn a language. This underlines the necessity of integrating phonation settings aspects in the process of L2 learning. According to Esling [17], when a voice quality aspect is present in the native language of the learner, and absent in the second language, it can be an obstacle to his intelligibility and his social acceptation.
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